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Concepts of Sexual Health Sex & You! 
Overview & Rationale 

 
The purpose of the curriculum (whether teaching in person or using the digital format of videos for each lesson 

available on Vimeo.  https://vimeo.com/ondemand/conceptsofsexualhealth) is to teach that the human person exists 
as a multidimensional being and that one’s sexuality is integrated in all the dimensions.  As human beings, 
we have the capacity to reason, make choices, seek what is true and to ask questions of ultimate 
significance. The lessons in the curriculum stress that one’s sexual health depends on the choice to save 
sex for marriage or one monogamous bond and by making healthy choices in relationships, love and 
responsibility. These choices affect the whole person’s present and future well-being and the heritage 
passed on to future generations. 
 
According to the Arkansas 2013 State Health profile (at the time of print-insert applicable state/country’s STD stats): 

http://www.cdc.gov/nchhstp/stateprofiles/pdf/arkansas_profile.pdf, Arkansas ranks eighth for Chlamydia and sixth for 
Gonorrheal infections in the United States.i Since sex involves one’s sexuality; is more than an isolated act; 
is more than a bodily function; is not just a commodity to buy or sell; and since contraceptives do not always 
provide protection against STDs, sexual health education must appeal to the dispositions of the mind, heart, 
will, and conscience of the learner. Young people can be reached through their hearts and challenged to 
become persons of character, capable of contributing not only to their own well-being but also to their 
communities and society.   
 
The Whole Person Learning Theory by Onalee McGraw, Ph.D, founder of the Educational Guidance 
Institute, Inc and author of Teaching the Whole Person about Love, Sex, and Marriage Educating for 
Character in the Common World of our Homes, Schools, and Communities explains the philosophical and 
psychological concepts of the whole person approach to learning: the philosophy that one’s sexuality is an 
integral part of the whole person.  “As whole persons, men and women possess a sexuality that is integrated 
in body, mind, heart, will and conscience.  The sexual domain is permeated by the intellectual, moral, 
emotional, physical, and social domains.  The psychological guiding principle is that cognitive powers of 
memory, thought, judgment, imagination, and learning related to sexuality permeate the body, mind, heart, 
will and conscience; thinking, feeling and acting in the sexual domain reflect the whole person.”ii  The 
premise of the whole person learning theory is foundational for Concepts of Sexual Health, Sex and You.  
  
The resources included in Concepts of Sexual Health Sex and You! are based on medical facts, statistics 
from the Center for Disease Control & Prevention/cdc.gov, and are developmentally appropriate for 9-12th 
grades.iii  A modified version of the curriculum for Jr. High grades 7-8 is also an available resource. 

In six 90 minute lessons (or twelve 45 min. lessons) using video, power point, lecture and discussion 
(whether using Concepts of Sexual Health, Sex & You! digital curriculum available 

online https://vimeo.com/ondemand/conceptsofsexualhealth or classroom teacher,) Concepts of Sexual Health Sex 
and You! presents students with the concepts of the whole person approach and a definition for sexual 
health that integrates the five dimensions of the whole person; human dignity and development; classic film 
lesson plans from Love & Life at the Movies: Growing in Love with the Film Classics Roman Holiday Love & 
Responsibility curriculum iv to promote virtue and character in love and marriage; medically based facts 
about STDs, contraception and prevention of disease; and practical helps from The High Cost of Free Love, 
Pam Stenzelv (also available on Vimeo. https://vimeo.com/105561072) to guide young people in the present and 
future when seeking answers to life’s most difficult questions.  Acquiring this knowledge and life skills will 
give students the opportunity to pass on sexual health and a heritage for life to future generations.  
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For the Teacher Lesson I Concepts of Sexual Health Sex & You!  
The lesson begins with building rapport with students.  Josh McDowell says, “Rules without relationships = 
rebellion.”vi  Building relationships with students will produce more positive outcomes with the curriculum.  
Students don’t care how much you know until they know how much you care.  Show your passion for the 
subject matter!  Mutual respect opens the door to hearts and lives.  The lesson gives the student a glance at 
their preferred future and also the kind of heritage they may want to pass down to future generations.  
Applying the five interactive dimensions of the whole person - physical, social, emotional, intellectual and 
moral, students will gain knowledge and understanding of their sexual health lived out in true freedom with 
purity, integrity and unconditional love.  The lesson also helps students to consider long term academic, 
vocational and social goals, which are a critical factor in helping teens avoid negative pressures toward 
sexual activity outside of marriage or one monogamous bond.  Sexual Health - Sex & You lesson helps 
students consider their life‘s purpose, goals and to consider their complex whole being by making healthy 
choices in relationships, love and responsibility. 
 
Lesson I Objectives: 

1) Teachers and students will develop a rapport by getting acquainted allowing each one to tell a few 

interests of sports, hobbies, etc. with at least 90% participation from class. 

2) Participants will be able to define sexual health and describe the purpose of sex in relation to the 

five interactive dimensions of the whole person, i.e., physical, emotional, intellectual, social and 

moral with 75% participation. 

3) By comparing risky sexual behaviors outside of one monogamous bond, students will be able to list 

benefits of integrity, purity and unconditional love within the five interactive dimensions of the whole 

person.  During lecture, ppt presentation, discussion and writing in journals, students will give an 

acceptable range of answers that are allowable as correct. 

4) Students will be given the opportunity to evaluate their own sexual health in relation to the whole 

person concept with at least 50% of class participation. 

 
Lesson Plan 
Permission is given by the authors to insert applicable substitutes for video clip/s, handouts, or slides based on current 
stats/population/culture maintaining the meaning and values of the original content.  

Activities:  Sonic Coupon Activity, 2 Paper Hearts; Duct Tape/Bonding 
 
Distribution of Journals (Concepts of Sexual Health Sex & You! Student Journals optional resource,  
                                          Call Concepts of Truth, Inc., 870-238-4329) 

 
Handouts:  Planning The Future Checklist (Appendix Lesson 1), Secondary Virginity Handout 
                    (Appendix Lesson 1) 
 
Lecture & Discussion  
 
Power Points (Ppt):  (Attention Getter clip)  (1) Choices, Choices  (2) Integrity, Identity & Intimacy 
Capability (3) WHO Sexual Health Definition  (4) COT’s Sexual Health Definition (5) Words of Sexual Health 
Definition  (6) The Five Aspects of the Whole Person (7) Sex & You  (8) Whole Purpose of Sex  (9) Science 
of Sex  (10) Duct Tape Activity  (11) Planning The Future  (12) Planning Your Children’s Future  (13) 
Uniquely Different 
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For the Teacher Lesson 2 Concepts 
Development & Dignity 
In this lesson, students will explore fertility, prenatal development and the dignity of all human persons.  All 
human life has value and our fertility gives us the power to create human life. The more teens understand 
the development and unique dignity of a human person, the intrinsic value of life and the gift of fertility, the 
more they will be empowered in relationships to make healthy reproductive choices.   

Students will also explore the universal declaration of human rights in the context of love, sexuality and 

relationships.  They will examine the premise that our bodies and our sexuality are an integral part of our 

unique and personal inner core. In this inner core is the natural human desire to give and receive 

unconditional love. Using video and models, they will view prenatal development and analyze the human life 

cycle from fertilization to infancy and their ability to create human life. 

 

Objectives:   

1) Students will compare and contrast male and female reproductive organs exploring the power of fertility 

and be able to describe that responsibility in sexual decisions with 75% of students participating in 

discussion.   

2) Students will view the video TED:  Alexander Tsiaras The Ink Conference and a set of pre-natal models 

representing human development from 7- 30 weeks gestation.  Students will be able to identify the stages of 

human development and describe the characteristics of each stage using the pre/post test questions with at 

least 75% accuracy. 

3) By discussing the handout S.L.E.D., students will be able to compare and contrast the four differences 

between the preborn and born human person and apply the concepts in future situations when defending 

the true value and dignity of the human person with 50% participation from the class. 

4) Students will be able to define intrinsic and extrinsic value and apply the definition to love and 

responsibility in relationships sexuality with 75% participation and accuracy. 

Lesson Plan  
Permission is given by the authors to insert applicable substitutes for video clip/s, handouts, or slides based on current 
stats/population/culture maintaining the meaning and values of the original content.  

Activity:    $20 Bill  (Giving Value & Dignity To A Human Person) 
 
Handouts: TED: Alexander Tsiaras The Ink Conference Pre/Post Test Questions (with answer key in 
Appendix Lesson 2)     
                    
Touch of Life Fetal Models 
 
Journal Pages 

Lecture & Discussion  

Power Points (Ppt):  (1) Male & Female Fertility (2-8) S.L.E.D. (9) Universal Declaration of Human Rights 
(10) The Dignity of A Human Person (11) Outward & Inward Dignity (12) Applying Extrinsic Value to 
Relationships (14) Applying Intrinsic Value to Relationships (15) Whole Person 
 
Video:  TED: Alexander Tsiaras (2010 Partner) The Ink Conferencevii (10 min.)  
Image-maker Alexander Tsiaras shares a powerful medical visualization, showing human development from 
conception to birth and beyond.  
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For The Teacher Lesson 3 Concepts 
Love & Responsibility 
This lesson will teach that true love requires sacrifice.  We have chosen to use (with permission) the Love & 
Life at the Movies: Growing in Love with the Film Classics, Roman Holiday Love and Responsibility  
Lesson plans, ppt, DVD, discussion questions and handouts  
©Educational Guidance Institute, Inc., 2008 viii  
 
You will need to have the film, Roman Holiday, for lessons 3 and 4. It is available for rent/purchase on 
YouTube, Amazon, WalMart, etc.  
 
 
Note:  Each teacher may choose to present the film segments within a different time schedule.   
In order to show Roman Holiday Part One and Two during Lesson 3 and Part Three and Four during 
Lesson 4 class times must be based on a 90 minute schedule. For 45 min. class times, divide Lesson 
3 into two class sessions and Lesson 4 into two class sessions.  It is important to check out the video 
equipment etc, prior to class time.  Some DVD players or computers may not have capability for scene 
selection, and online videos may need to buffer.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
For The Teacher Lesson 4 Concepts  
Love & Responsibility cont. 
This lesson will teach that true love requires sacrifice using the Love & Life at the Movies Growing in Love 
with the Film Classics Roman Holiday Love and Responsibility  
Lesson plans, ppt, DVD, discussion questions and handouts  
©Educational Guidance Institute, Inc., 2008  
 
You will need to have the film, Roman Holiday, for lessons 3 and 4. It is available for rent/purchase on 
YouTube, Amazon, WalMart, etc.  
 
 
Note:  Each teacher may choose to present the film segments within a different time schedule.   
In order to show Roman Holiday Part One and Two during Lesson 3 and Part Three and Four during 
Lesson 4 class times must be based on a 90 minute schedule. For 45 min. class times, divide Lesson 
3 into two class sessions and Lesson 4 into two class sessions.  It is important to check out the video 
equipment etc, prior to class time.  Some DVD players or computers may not have capability for scene 
selection, and online videos may need to buffer.   
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For The Teacher Lesson 5 Concepts 
 
Are You Dying to Have Sex or Saving Sex for One Monogamous Bond?  
A Human person has the ability to reason and make choices.  Our bodies can be trained to live with sexual 
health.  In this lesson the difference between love and lust is explored along with the medical facts of 
sexually transmitted diseases.  This majority of this lesson is based on students exploring the consequences 
of STD’s and the results of having sex outside of marriage or one monogamous bond. Since contraceptives 
do not always provide protection against STD’s, have negative physical consequences of artificial hormones 
on the body and the negative emotional consequences on relationships, this curriculum explains but does 
not promote their use.  However, it will be explained that there are other medical reasons for their use.  
Students will be presented information concerning family planning that has healthier results than artificial 
contraceptives.  Students will understand the current epidemic of STD’s/STI’s in the United States today. 
Students are encouraged to examine the data and to consider the long-term outcomes of the potential risks 
of multiple sexual partners as compared to a monogamous relationship as the safest way to avoid 
STD’s/STI’s.     
 
Objectives:  
1) Students will be able to identify the increase in sexual activity and the negative habits in relationships 
through the use of contraceptives reducing love to lust with at least 75% participation from the class. 
2) With at least 90% participation and through discussion of the STD activity, students will be able to 
compare and contrast the risks of contracting multiple STD’s and the negative consequences of multiple 
sexual partners to the benefits of one monogamous relationship with unconditional love.  
3) At the end of the lesson, students will be able to describe the difference between bacterial and viral STD’s 
and the negative physical and emotional consequences to their sexual health.  Students will complete a 
pre/post test with 90% accuracy and participation.  
4) Practical Ways to Handle Sexual Temptation can be learned. 
 
Lesson Plan 
 Permission is given by the authors to insert applicable substitutes for video clip/s, handouts, or slides based on current 
stats/population/culture maintaining the meaning and values of the original content.  

Activity: STD’s are a Sticky Business (need a piece of chewing gum for each participating student) 
 
Journal Pages 
 
Handouts:  Pre & Post STD Test;   
                    Sexual Exposure Chart (Appendix Lesson 5) 
 
Lecture & Discussion  
 
Power Points (Ppts):  (1) Concepts of Truth’s Definition of Sexual Health (2) Choices, Choices     
 (3) Planning My Future (4) Actions Do Speak Louder Than Words (5) Don’t Advertise What You Don’t Want 
To Sell (6) Love vs. Lust (7) Female Fertility Cycle  

 
Youtube clip Pornography- Russell Brand  
 
Video/slides on STD’s (Allow approx. 25-30 min.)  
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For the Teacher Lesson 6 Concepts  
Future Sexual Health Plans - Sex & You! 
Reviewing the physical and emotional cost of sex outside of the bonds of a permanent, monogamous 
relationship will help students understand the significance of living with sexual health in true freedom, 
integrity, purity and unconditional love.  When students begin to grasp the value of sexual health, their lives 
can change positively impacting their future choices, relationships and academic goals.  In the video, The 
High Cost of Free Love,ix Pam Stenzel stresses the importance and value of sexual health in an uplifting, 
dramatic way.  Also, allowing students to evaluate this program is important.  The evaluation gives them a 
voice to agree or disagree to remain pure until marriage or sex with one monogamous partner, and also 
gives them the opportunity to recommend the program to others.  Students receive a business size 
commitment card that can serve them in the future as a contract to live out the values and concepts of 
sexual health.  Teachers have the opportunity to reward those who learn the definition of sexual health and 
also remind the students about the services of the local pregnancy center. 
 
 
Objectives  
1) Students will apply the knowledge they have learned by writing the definition of sexual health with 100% 
accuracy with at least 90% of students participating. Those who are successful will be rewarded by their 
name going into a drawing for free movie tickets. 
2) Students will be able to describe how the Concepts of Sexual Health Sex & You! program has helped 
them understand the definition of sexual health with 75% of students participating. 
3) Students will give feedback through evaluating the program concerning their plans to apply the benefits of 
living out the definition of sexual health and recommending the program to others with 90% student 
participation. 
 
 
 
Lesson Plan  
Permission is given by the authors to insert applicable substitutes for video clip/s, handouts, or slides based on current 
stats/population/culture maintaining the meaning and values of the original content.  

Activity:  Drawing for Movie Tickets 
 
Handouts:  Student’s Evaluation of the Program (Appendix, Lesson 6), SH Commitment  
                    Cards (may be ordered from Concepts of Truth, Inc.)  
 
Journal Pages 
 
Lecture & Discussion 
 
Power Point (Ppt):  (1) Sexual Health Is 
 
Video: The High Cost of Free Love DVD by Pam Stenzel, www.pamstenzel,com (2012)x 
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                                                        Lesson I Classroom     
                                          Concepts of Sexual Health Sex & You! 
 

Get Acquainted  

Hello, my name is.... from (local organization.)  I’m excited to be here and I look forward to 
getting to know you better.  There is only one rule. . .I will respect you and I expect you to 
respect me. 
 

No matter what you say in here, I won’t treat you any differently.  Now, here’s a little bit about 
me and what I do.  And, I want to learn who you are and something you are involved in or 
what you like to do. (Tell a little about yourself and get to know the students/clients briefly. Have them 

say their names and what grade they are in, if they play sports, band, etc.  Building a relationship with them 
is very important!) 
 

Introduction  

This class will meet once a week for six weeks (note 12 weeks if class is 45 min.) It will help you to live 
out your sexuality in true freedom with integrity, purity and unconditional love.  The lessons 
are a plan for individuals and families to live sexually healthy and whole without regret and to 
pass on a wonderful heritage to future generations.  
 
This class will help you consider the five interactive dimensions or aspects of a whole person 
while making healthy choices in relationships, love and responsibility. It will give you tools 
that will last for a lifetime, a way to discover and keep, not only your true love, but a purpose 
for your life. This class is called Concepts of Sexual Health, Sex and You. You’ll find this 
curriculum is not an abstinence program.  But it is about your sexuality being interconnected 
to your whole person. Finding sexual health through purity and choosing to save sex for one 
monogamous bond is not merely about saying “no” to sexual activity but about saying 
“yes” to love and responsibility. Sexual Health is about YOU - your whole self.   
 
We will have lots of videos and power points and even teach you how to twerk! (Short video 

clip for attention getter).  But first, let’s start with a checklist that will help you plan for your 
future and for your children’s future. There is no right or wrong answer and this will not be 
graded. 
 

Handout: Planning The Future Checklist  (Ask for a few students to share their answers – several will 
probably have checked all items.  Talk about how we all desire good, whole, pure things for our future and 
how we all want to leave behind a good example/heritage for our children.)  
 

Sonic Coupon Activity: 

Basically, we all want good things.  How many of you would like a good thing like a free sonic 
coupon?   Remember when you were in elementary school wanting to be chosen for a 
certain team game or sport?  (As hands are raised, leader will take some time in choosing a 
recipient.  Walk around, scratch your head, maybe have a couple to stand up and compare 
shirts, shoes etc. Tell them you like or dislike something about them and finally choose one 
or more to receive a coupon and tell the others you are sorry they were not included in your 
choice.) 
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Lesson 1 Classroom Continued                                                          
 

Question:   
Think about your recent your choices.   How have your choices affected your whole person? 
 
Ppt 13, Lesson 1 

are 

Uniquely

Different!

Emotional

Moral

As a 

WHOLE

Person

 
 
Uniquely Different!  

There is no one in the world just like you!  Your DNA, fingerprints, your hand clap, the pitch 
of your voice are all unique.  Remember, men and women are uniquely different not only as 
male and female but as our individual self.  Male and female are unique individuals with 
different roles that complement the other.  
 
 
In the book Men Are Like Waffles, Women Are Like Spaghetti by Bill and Pam Farrel, we find 
that most women can multi task and be everywhere at the same time, like spaghetti.  Most 
women can talk on the phone and plan their grocery list while painting their nails; whereas 
men usually focus on one item at a time.   
 
 
Most men are innately protective and secure like a box in the waffle.   Women usually talk 
more, share feelings more easily, and typically are more nurturing and emotional than men. 
Men are innately protectors and usually take more time in making decisions so the analogy 
of staying in one box, completing the task before moving on to another.  So, men and women 
complement each other.  Understanding these concepts will help your relationships now and 
in the future. 
 
 

 Question:  Do you agree with the phrase Men are like Waffles and Women are like Spaghetti? 
Among your friends and family, how have you seen this phrase demonstrated?   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Resources 
Book:     Men Are Like Waffles, Women Are Like Spaghetti 
                                 Bill and Pam Farrel 
Website for Parents:  www.concernedparents.com 
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Lesson 1       Concepts of Sexual Health Sex & You! 
 

“The gift of self makes each self to the other self 
what no other self can be. “ 

(Source: J. Budziszewski, “What We Loose When We Forget What Sex is For” 
Fellowship of St. James, 2005 Touchstonemag.com/archives/print.php) 

 

      
Question:  Explain the WHOLE Purpose of Sex: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      
Question:  Are you living out your sexuality with sexual health or 
secondary virginity? Explain. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

   
Question:  Think about your recent choices.   How have your choices 
affected your whole person? 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
866.482.LIFE 

internationalhelpline.org 

        
          
                  

            

Concepts of  

Sexual Health 

My Commitment  

  

I commit to following the standards 

of Sexual Health set forth in the SH 

school program.  I believe my 

commitment will help me make 

healthy choices in relationships, 

love & responsibility that will affect 

my whole person present and future 

and the heritage passed on to future 

generations. 

_______________________ 

Participant’s Signature 

Sexual 
Health 
     is..... 

 

...living out one’s sexuality in true freedom 
with integrity, purity and unconditional love. 
  
It is making healthy choices in relationships, 
love and responsibility that will affect the 
whole person present and future and the 
heritage passed on to future generations. 

SAMPLE Commitment Card Front & Back 
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Date____________                                                            Please circle M for male or F for female     M       F

  
Name of School___________________________________________   Class Period_________________ 

  
Concepts of Sexual Health Sex & You!  Evaluation Sheet 

(Please write the definition of Sexual Health as presented in the program) 
Sexual Health is …. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Place an X under 1 item only for each statement. Agree Disagree Undecided 

1. I plan to stay pure, save sex until marriage/one monogamous bond or practice    
    secondary virginity based on what I learned from Sex & You. 

      

2. After completing Sex & You, I would recommend the program to others.       

3. I understand more about my sexual health as a whole person because of the Sex & 
You program. 

      

Rate the Presenters - Put an X under your choice for each comment. Fair Good Excellent 

1. Presenters were knowledgeable about the Sexual Health information shared.       

2. Presenters shared the information in an understandable manner.       

3. Presenters had a caring attitude toward the students.       

SAMPLE 
Rate the Sex & You Program- Please rate how the program was or was not beneficial to you.  Please take the time to  
give us your rating on the following questions.  Put an X in the box under your choices.  Thanks and have a healthy life.   

Please tell us something that you learned from Sex & You:   

  Rate the Presenters 

Moral 

Physical 

Emotional 

Social 

Intellectual 

Concepts of  

Sexual Health 

Concepts of Truth, Inc. ©2010 Appendix, Lesson 6 12 



                                                          
                                                         Program Requirements Checklist 

 

 
Concepts of Sexual Health Sex & You! 
Program Requirements Checklist for Concepts of Truth International’s School Consultants: 
 

 
□   Complete an application and Background check permission. Request a school consultant application by  
      emailing:  homeoffice@conceptsoftruth.org 
 
□   Complete Concepts of Truth’s School Consultant Training (Complete requirements listed in the  
      training manual, then complete the School Consultant Questionnaire on the following page.)   
 
□   Become certified by Concepts of Truth International to teach Concepts of Sexual Health Sex & You! as  
      a school consultant (training certificate is issued upon completing requirements and passing exam.) 
 
□   All supplies such as Leader’s Manual, student journals, handouts are all furnished for Concepts of Truth  
      International’s school consultants. 
 

 
 
 
Program Options Checklist for those teaching the curriculum under another organization: 
 

 □   Purchase Concepts of Sexual Health Sex & You! Leader’s Manual on Amazon: 
 https://www.amazon.com/Concepts-Sexual-Health-Sex-
You/dp/0984965270/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=Concepts+of+Sexual+Health+Sex+%26+Yo
u%21&qid=1561473505&s=gateway&sr=8-1 
 
 □   Rent or Purchase Concepts of Sexual Health Sex & You! digital lessons on Vimeo:  
      https://vimeo.com/ondemand/conceptsofsexualhealth 
 
□  Purchase Student Journals. Student Journals are an optional  
     resource. Call 870.238.4329 for ordering information. 
 
□  Purchase additional teaching resources for the program listed on the Ordering Information, Pg. 15. 
       
□  Complete the School Consultant Questionnaire on the following page. 
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Concepts of Truth International 

 School Consultant Questionnaire 
Name of Organization________________________                                                       Date___________ 
Name of Leader_____________________________ 
Phone____________________________________     Email_____________________________________ 
 

1.  Do you foresee any problems teaching the Concepts of Sexual Health Sex & You! curriculum?     
 Y    N        If so, please explain. 

 
 

2.  Do you agree to dress and teach in a professional manner while teaching in the school setting?   
 Y   N             If not, please explain. 

 
 

3. Do you commit to teaching the Concepts of Sexual Health Sex & You! objectives and lesson plans 
as modeled by Concepts of Truth’s training video or in class observation?    Y   N    
Do you think it would ever be necessary to modify or adjust the curriculum content?      Y   N    
Explain:    
 

 
4. Do you commit to always have and show a caring attitude toward each student and address all 

potential problems with the teacher after class?    Y    N        If not, please explain. 
 
 
 

5. As a facilitator of Concepts of Sexual Health Sex & You!, how would you respond if a person 
became negative or argumentative about the school program? 
 
 
 

6. While teaching Concepts of Sexual Health Sex & You!, is it ever appropriate to share the Gospel of 
Jesus Christ?    Why or Why not? 
 
 

7. Explain the following statement, “There is only one rule. . .I will respect you and I expect you to 
respect me.  No matter what you say in here, I won’t treat you any differently.” 
 
 

8. As a facilitator, do you commit to going the “extra mile” in providing rewards or incentives for the 
students? 
Y  N    How do incentives build trust between the facilitator and the students? 
 
 

9. Will you make an effort to get a follow up question on the school’s annual student survey?  Y  N 
 

10. Do you commit to seeking teacher references for the school program and sending a copy to 
Concepts of Truth?      Y  N 

 
              _______________________     ________________________     _______________ 
                   Signature of Leader                      Printed Name                                Date 
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Ordering Information 
 

             Concepts of Truth International, P. O. Box 1438, Wynne, AR  72396    Phone:  870.238.4329 
                     
    
Purchase Concepts of Sexual Health Sex & You! Leader’s Manual on Amazon: 
 https://www.amazon.com/Concepts-Sexual-Health-Sex-
You/dp/0984965270/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=Concepts+of+Sexual+Health+Sex+%26+Yo
u%21&qid=1561473505&s=gateway&sr=8-1 
 
Rent or Purchase Concepts of Sexual Health Sex & You! digital lessons on Vimeo.  The videos can be used 
instead of a classroom teacher or as a supplement for a teacher inserting the activities with students:  
https://vimeo.com/ondemand/conceptsofsexualhealth 
 
Purchase Concepts of Sexual Health Sex & You! Student Journals.   
Student Journals are an optional resource. Call 870.238.4329 for ordering information. 
 
Commitment Cards (sample on Pg. 11 of this guide)   
Box of business cards (250) at market price. Call 870.238.4329 for ordering information. 
                                                                                 
Additional teaching resources required for the program.  Order from individual suppliers listed: 
 

• The High Cost of Free Love DVD (School Version) Pam Stenzel - http://www.pamstenzel.com 
(2012) (also available on Vimeo. https://vimeo.com/105561072) 
 

• Roman Holiday film to accompany Love & Life at the Movies: Growing in Love with the Film 
Classics, Roman Holiday Love and Responsibility Lesson plans, ppt ©Educational Guidance 
Institute, Inc., 2008, used with permission. Available for rent/purchase on YouTube, Amazon, 
WalMart etc.  
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i Arkansas 2013 State Health Profile http://www.cdc.gov/nchhstp/stateprofiles/pdf/arkansas_profile.pdf 
 
ii Onalee McGraw, Teaching the Whole Person about Love, Sex and Marriage, Educating for Character in the Common World of 
our Homes, Schools and Communities (Educational Guidance Institute, Front Royal, Virginia, 2004), 43. 
 
iii Concepts of Sexual Health, Sex and You curriculum, (Concepts of Truth, Inc., 2010, 2015, 2019 Revised) 
 
iv Love & Life at the Movies: Growing in Love with the Film Classics, (Educational Guidance Institute, Front Royal, Virginia, 2008) 
 
v Pam Stenzel, The High Cost of Free Love, www.pamstenzel.com  (2012) 
 
vi McDowell, Josh, “Rules Without Relationships=Rebellion”, Frequently Asked Questions, http://www.josh.org 
 
vii TED: Alexander Tsiaras, (The Ink Conference, 2010)  
 
viii“ Love & Life at the Movies: Growing in Love with the Film Classics Roman Holiday Love and Responsibility”, (Educational 
Guidance Institute, 2008) 
 
ix Pam Stenzel, The High Cost of Free Love, www.pamstenzel.com  (2012) 
 
x Ibid. 
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